PRIVACY POLICY
VILLEVOX COMUNICAÇÃO E MARKETING
(Service: ville Target)

SECTION 1 – WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH MY INFORMATION?
When you interact with our systems we collect personal information such as your name, email address and address.
We also automatically receive your IP address when you access our website in order to
better understand about your web browser and operating system. We use cookies to store
key information.
Only villevox Comunicação e Marketing staff can access your personal information. We
will not publish your information to others without your consent.
The website uses remarketing tools and Google Analytics cookies to improve user
experience with our content. Google has its own privacy policy and terms of use.
Your information will be used to communicate, notificate and charge payments. We are
authorized to also use it to send e-mails such as Newsletter, release updates, website
related news, etc.
SECTION 2 – CONSENTMENT
How do you get my consentment?
When you provide personal information such as name, phone number and address to
finish a transaction, verify your credit card, make an order, etc. After doing this actions we
understand that you agree with our data collecting procedures and understand that your
data will be used by the company. If we need your data for secondary reasons we will ask
directly for your permission and provide you an opportunity do deny.
What if I want to revoke my consentment, what should it do?
If after providing your data you change your mind, you can revoke your consentment any
time by getting in contact with either by sending a message to falecom@villevox.com.br or
removing your e-mail address from our list clicking on the “Unsubscribe” link at the footer
of our messages.

SECTION 3 – DISCLOSURE

We can disclose your personal information when enforced by law or if you violate our
terms of use.
SECTION 4 – THIRD PARTY SERVICES
In general our third party providers will only collect, use and disclose your information
when strictly needed in order to accomplish their obligations.
However some third party providers such as payment gateways and similars has their own
privacy policy and terms of use in order to deal with the information we need to provide to
finish the financial transaction.
To this kind of providers we recommend you to read their privacy policies so you can
understand how your information will be used by them.
Particularly remember that our providers can be or have facilities from different places that
we are located. If you want to proceed with the transaction with one of them you
understand that your information shall be subject to laws of the jurisdiction in which the
provider is located.
Once you leave our website or are redirected to a third party app or website you will no
longer be under this privacy policy or our terms of use.
When you click on links in our website you can be redirected outside our website. We are
not responsible for the privacy policy of another websites and we recommend you read
their privacy policy.
SECTION 5 – DATA SECURITY

We take reasonable measures and follow the best practices to protect and certify that your
personal data will not be lost, stolen, accessed without authorization, modified or
destroyed.
If you provide your credit card data be assured that this information will be encrypted.
However there is no 100% safe method to transmit and store data over the internet. We
take every possible security measure to minimize the risks.

SECTION 6 – CHANGES IN THIS PRIVACY POLICY
We have the right to modifify this privacy policy at any time. Please re-read it frequently.
Changes and clarifications will have effect immediately. If we make any changes to this
privacy policy we will notify you that it has been modified so you can know which data we
collect, how we use and under what circumstances, if any, we use and/or disclose it.
If your company is acquired or merged with another, your information can be transferred to
the new owners so they can continue providing services and or selling products to you
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